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About This Game
Overview
Do you like plundering and looting the universe with friends? Loot or Die will have you traveling to far off planets in search of,
you guessed it, all the loot you can get your hands on. But be warned! The stronger you get the fiercer your enemies will
become. That's why you must Loot or Die!

Features 84 Unique Items
Loot or die features powerful weapons, armor, and re-usable 'rings' which you can equip in any combination to fit your playstyle. Will you equip armor that steals the life from our opponents as you damage them? Or will you find armor that reduces the
cooldowns of your rings; enabling you to spam doom blades at your foes? Perhaps you'll decrease your reload speed to the point
that your rifle becomes a machine gun. The choice is yours, and Loot or Die is all about making tough choices fun.

8 Item Bonus Stats
Every item you find has a small chance to roll a bonus stat. You could combine these into unique setups or choose to focus on
just one.
Health Per 10 Seconds: Just what it says; every 10 seconds you get a percentage of your life back. Better with high life armor.
Movement Speed: At maximum (50%) you will literally be as fast as a bullet. Useful for jumping far distances as well as
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avoiding damage.
Reload Speed: Increases how fast you reload as well as as fast you recover from shooting too much. Insane with an already high
speed gun.
Cooldown Reduction: Rings recharge faster, allowing you to spam them more in combat.
Critical Hit Chance: Every attack gains a chance to deal 150% damage. Applies to ring attacks as well.
Life Steal: Attacks have a 20% chance of returning life to you based on the damage dealt.
Magic Find: Increases the chance that items will roll a bonus stat.
Lucky Heal: Chance to restore 33% of your life when you take damage. More effective against numerous weak attacks.
Heart Bonus: Picking up hearts from your enemies will now grant more life. At max (50%) you will recover 80% of your life!

Game Modes
Loot or Die features several unique game modes to challenge your mind and your reflexes.
PvE
Normal game mode. Take on new challenges as you work your way through each planet.
PvP
See how good your loot really is against actual players! Up to 8 can fight in several multiplayer maps.
Defend the Flag
Having trouble finding a ring? Not to worry as Defend the Flag always rewards you with a legendary ring for winning.
Home
Take a break to access your vault, turn in quests, and upgrade your gear with tokens.

End Game
Just because you defeated everything this game could throw at you does not mean that your adventure is over! You can greatly
improve your character by completing quests and using the anvil at your home. This will enable you to farm even better loot and
challenge your friends in PvP. Going back to earlier levels will now penalize you with reduced damage and health, making
farming more challenging than the first time through the game. You literally could play forever, creating unique armor sets for
every combat situation you could ever think of.

Thank You
This entire game was developed by one person. The art (I know I suck!), programming, level design, testing, etc. I want to one
day be a great game designer, but I only want to develop games that people really enjoy. With your support I know I can achieve
my goals, but most importantly, I hope that you have fun playing Loot or Die.
Please let me know if anything isn't working for you. My twitter is @foldberg1.
Good luck! Try to Loot or Die!
~Chris
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Summary: A good quality retro metroidvania with only a few minor technical issues.
Prometheus - The Fire Thief is a retro action adventure game that plays like a sequel to the 1988 NES game Battle of Olympus.
It has enough polish and modern convenience to minimize frustration while still maintaining its retro feel. There are still a few
rough edges, but they're minor enough to not detract too severely from an otherwise fun experience.
Boss fights are the most impressive part of the game. Each fight is unique and well designed, providing a good challenge without
going overboard. It requires practice and pattern recognition to succeed but never feels unfair. The lack of a death penalty
makes trying each boss over and over a relatively painless experience, adding to the fun of of the challenge instead of punishing
you like most retro titles.
The other parts of the game are well done, though lack the same level of polish as the excellent boss fights. Exploration is
fulfilling, with a good variety of areas to explore. However, while the size of the world gives a lot to explore, it also makes
backtracking a bit tedious. Similarly, items are well designed, but the lack of good descriptions can make them hard to use.
Many items are clarified through hints from NPCs, though others remain unfortunately obtuse unless you look them up in the
manual.
While the gameplay is solid, there are a few technical issues worth noting. The lack of native gamepad support is a major
concern. Joytokey works fine, and I recommend giving it a try, but it's unfortunate to have to rely on a third party program for
such an important feature. More options would be another good addition, particularly volume and resolution adjustments.
Lastly, it would be nice to be able to adjust options during play instead of having to quit the entire game and re-launch it to get
at the options screen. A quit to menu option would be a fair workaround.
Overall, Prometheus - The Fire Thief is easily worth the $5 price tag and I'd highly recommend it to fans of the genre or retro
gamers in general. Even if you're not into retro, it's a fun game with enough modern conveniences to stand on its own.. First I
was fooled by those decent graphics and then the gameplay occurred. While the game is bad I have to say that compared to
other achievement spam games it's not that bad. Unfortunatley it's not enough to make it a good game.. This game was quite
disappointing. The puzzles were weird, and some I got stuck on for quite awhile because the bar was in the way. The storyline
wasn't that interesting either and I needed to use hints. I finished it in just over 3hrs. Don't spend more than a dollar.. Things that
went through my head as i played this game:
"Dude, worlds chillist game acheved."
"Dude, this game, is so chill, i cant stand it, because of how chill it is."
"Dude, this game, has like maximum chill levels, its rediculous."
10/10 -"chill". I thoroughly enjoyed playing through this game. The puzzles are simple and relaxing, but can become more
challenging when playing against the clock. The art style is beautiful and very pleasing to the eye. Suitable for adults and kids
alike.. It's completely unplayable online and that's the sole reason I bought this game.... Good paintjobs. For the 99p I paid for
this game it is one of the best value games I ever played! Very similar to Singularity but with an identity of its own and some
good ideas. It is relatively short (I played it in 10 hours which is probably not that quick), but actually that's OK. One flaw in my
opinion is that the only way to open many of the doors is to kill all the enemies in the area. As a lover of stealth games that did
irritate me so I am glad that the game wasn't any longer. There are a few formulaic boss fights but relatively easy which is great
for me because I am no fan of extended boss fights! Overall a good game if it can be purchased for maybe no more that £3.99..
All around me are familiar faces
Worn out places, worn out faces
Bright and early for their daily races
Going nowhere, going nowhere
Their tears are filling up their glasses
No expression, no expression
Hide my head I want to drown my sorrow
No tomorrow, no tomorrow
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And I find it kinda funny, I find it kinda sad
The dreams in which I'm dying are the best I've ever had
I find it hard to tell you, I find it hard to take
When people run in circles it's a very very
Mad World
Mad World
Children waiting for the day they feel good
Happy birthday, happy birthday
Made to feel the way that every child should
Sit and listen, sit and listen
Went to school and I was very nervous
No one knew me, no one knew me
Hello teacher tell me what's my lesson
Look right through me, look right through me
And I find it kinda funny, I find it kinda sad
The dreams in which I'm dying are the best I've ever had
I find it hard to tell you, I find it hard to take
When people run in circles it's a very very
Mad world, world
Enlarge your world
Mad world. This is $0.99. The developer says it will be a full game in 2018, and I really hope they deliver. For your .99 you get
about 10minutes worth of gameplay. I played it on the rift and the prompts are for the vive controllers ( was to be expected, it
doesn't say the rift is even supported, but it works just fine once you figure out what button to press ). I was really shocked with
the graphics, everything looks great ( especially the robotic arm ). It's not the most well optimized experience though, and I did
experience a little stutter ( it is a demo though, to be fair ). I have paid more, for full release games, that I enjoyed less.
hopefully this will turn into something awesome.
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Amazing mod, Cant wait for Austria and France to be added!. A game with so such potential that has barely moved in the last
year. For the little time I've played this game, at least half of it has been sat in the lobby trying to find a game.
For early access this is way too expensive and trust me, if you find more than 10 people in the lobby (let alone someone you can
play with), you're lucky!
What a waste!. Great game design but the hitboxes don't function so well that sometimes whenever I begin launching balls even
directly at a number box, the game won't register which ends up wasting a turn.. This movie is great, I highly recommed it if you
like to laugh at morbid things. Not so much if you can't handle some gore and death of cute fish. The animation at times isn't
great but is completely redemed by the traditionally animated segments that happen throughout. This movie needs to be seen by
more people. If you have the dosh give it a watch.. Before you buy or play this game, you need to watch the Mystery Science
Theater 3000 version of the film (also maybe the MST3K version of Robot Monster). Note: both are on Youtube! If you don't
then most of the humerus value of the game will be lost on you. This is an old school style NES plat former. I found the color
palette and the music to work very well for the game. The game can be a bit difficult at parts but the patches fixed them (the
airplane level). The only problem with the game is that it is somewhat short. It took me 3 hours to complete the game and I have
not played many plat formers. An experienced plat former player should complete this in less than an hour. 7.5/10: should buy if
you enjoyed the movie!. my god, this game is annoying. starting from the interface that you have to trudge through like a mire,
and ending with the puzzles. i guess i can commend the devs on coming up with what looked like marginally original mechanics,
but the puzzles themselves are extremely boring. most of them need very little strategy and are just about coming up with a
sequence of actions that does the job (which inevitably gets frustrating at a certain point). just coming from the excellent "baba
is you", i felt like that was a massive chore. even the stories are absolutely forgettable and bland. yes, they are all "dark", but
only the first one has a semi-interesting twist in it. the rest are banal chichés about how things can go wrong. they even crammed
some obligatory sjw into the last one, but as much as it usually annoys me, in this game it was the least of my worries.. If you
like Platformer games with little to do but jump and speed run the game in 20 minutes, this is for you!. What do you want for
20 cents?.. isn't going to be Mario, but close enough. I enjoyed it for what it is.. a pile of dung that smells like beef stew. You
know it looks bad, but you can't help but eat it up!.
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